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An Opinion Worth Having Is Worth Printing
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Grizzlies Meet O.A.C. in Last Hoop Game ofiSfeBBOU T'oumwtow ?iight

A

1
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26,

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

S M ALPHA H i ALPHA PHI PAUL BUNYAN
I0P GREEKS IN SCHOLARSHIP HERE EOR HOP
---------------- O — ----------------------------------------------------------------------

N et Cash Loss in Washington Series
Shown by Student A uditors’ Report
Kirk Badgley, auditor of student organizations,, reports^ a; net loss of
more than $112.00 on the University of Washington-Montana series. The
complete statement is as-follows:

He Will Attend Foresters’
Annual Ball; Novel Stunts •
Will Feature Program

VOLUMEIXXV.

NUMBER 36.

6R ZZLY FACES O.A.uFARMER
LASI STRUGGLE

WASHINGTON-MONTANA SERIES;
Cubs Tangle With All-Star
INCOME.
Quint In Curtain-Raiser
Gate receipts ...........................................- .............................
$214.25
EXPENSES.
Tomorrow Night
Travelling expenses .............................................................. $215.50
Officials
(estimated)
.......................................
...................
11.0.-O
d1
Paul Bunyan was seen on the cam
2.00
Basketball! togs will be donned for
pus this morning. His foot-print^, 3 0 1 Ticket s e lle r....................................................... ......................
Grade point averages of the various
-------* - $327.59
the* ihst tame this ..season when the
inches long and 15 inches wide, which
-Greek letter organizations on the
Grizzliesclash with the Oregon Ag
are clearly imprinted on the oval, lead
Subscriptions for New School Being
campus, showing the results of work Paul Blanshard Sees Wish for
Loss on s c rie s ....................... - ..................................
$113.24
gies? tomorrow evening at 8:00 o’clock.
to tlie Men’s gymnasium. According
Sought in City by
done during the fall quarter, were re
Independence Behind
This
tilt
marks
the close o f the con
to advance word he had been working
Directors
leased yesterday by the office o f the
• Chinese Riots
ference- season for Montana and ends
out in “ Squaw Camp,” and returned
Dean o f Men.
the basketball careers o f Illman, Bato attend the twelfth annual-ForestThe standings made by the fraterni
ney and Berg, and looms as an oppor
ers’ ball.
At a recent meeting o f the,board of
ties for the last quarter were as fol
“ The student movement will lead
tunity t o avenge- the defeat handed
The incomparable logger carried his
trustees of the Montana School of
lows:
China toward national independence, logging chute in on his arm and those
Coach* Stewart’s crew by the Farmers
Religion
plans
were
drawn
up
and.
Sigma A lp h a ........ - ..........* ........ 18.06 because students are the only memon-tile- early read tour.
who come to the dance craving im
discussed for the erection of a home
Templars .........................
18.67 ‘bers of the community who are awake
The- visitors are on a four-game
mediate excitement may slide in on
for
religious
sects
on
the
University
Sigma C h i.....................—---------- 18.56 and alive to the social and economic
the dance floor with a rush. The
trip,. <biub have had the battles well
campus. Money for the purchase of
Phi Delta T h eta ........ - ......- ....... 16.85 problem in the Orient today,’ ’ said
split
during the entire week. Until
chute will be set in readiness to as
Six candidates: in the contest for the two lots opposite President Clapp’s,
Alpha Delta Alpha .................... 15.78 Dr. Paul Blanshard, field secretary
late-in the season the “ phantom five”
sist the venturesome and the shy may ' G. D. Shallenberger, head of the
Phi Sigma K appa....... — .......... 12.03 for the League for Industrial Democ
Physics department, has drawn •the queen of' tlie* Art League Ball have residence on University avenue, is be appeared to be the second strongest
enjoy the fun from the sidelines.
ing
solicited
from
among
members
of
11.38 racy, in his address on the Chinese
Alpha Tau Omega .................
five iii the northern - division, but of
design for a parabolic sound reflector, been selected by the fraternities on
Many New Features.
the faculty and the people of Mis?
Sigma N u .... .......— .............*----- 10.81 student movement at convocation
late they have been on the toboggan.
New features for this year’s ball which is to be used in reflecting the the campus and South hall, according soula.
Sigma Phi Epsilon ;----- ---------- - 0.37 Wednesday morning.
Lose Four: Games.
will not .only be unusual but should music at the Foresters’ ball tonight. to an announcement made by Bill GarFollowing is a letter in part from.
Men Average 15.62.
“ The students are becoming indus
Oregon has defeated O. A. C. 32ver,
queen
contest
manager.
prove
a
big
help
in
future
University
The
reflector
is
an
innovation
as
far
W. L. Young, University pastor, ex.The average for all University men trially conscious,” he continued, “ and
t
T
and
25-15.
Washington turned in
The girls chosen are Lois Spencer, plaining the purpose of the drive:.
was 15.62 grade points. Fraternity their movement, while it may be one- entertainments. Difficulty in hear as the Montana campus is concerned,
a 29-21 win over the Fanners in the
“ It is the hope of the board, of
men averaged 14.97, while men not fourth socialistic, is three-fourths na ing the music will be eliminated as but its effectiveness has been demon Beryl' Bishop, Dorothy Dixon, Andrec
last
minutes.
Tuesday night Idaho
McDonald, Jean Haviland and Maude trustees of the Montana School of
Professor G. D. Shallenberger, of the strated in other places.
belonging to these organizations made tionalistic.”
walloped them 23-14. O. A. C.’s four
physics department, has designed an
The reflector is built in the shape Baxter.
Religion, affiliated with the State
an average of 16.42.
Dr. Blanshard gave a detailed ac
victories
hare
been
over Washington,
Tickets for the ball, which will be University to erect a building adiatfenA
Sorority averages for the fall quar count of economic and social condi accoustic drop fo r the Forestry club of a hexagonal dome and will be sus
Montana and Idaho, and all o f them
pended over the dance orchestra in held! March 13, are $1.50. Each tick to the campus some time within, the
ter were:
tions in the- Orient, making his points which will distribute the music to tlie
came
earlier
in
the
season.
Alpha Phi -------- ...----- ------ -— 21.67 with reference to his personal exper far corners of the gymnasium. The the middle of the floor. The carpen et will entitle the purchaser to 5 votes next year. As a step towards, the
“Lone Star” Baker is the only vet
Sigma Kappa --------21.30 iences and observations. He gave in sounding board will be highly decor ter shop has been engaged in the con in the contest, but votes may also be realization o f that hope two lots di eran from last year’s team. In play
Alpha X i Delta
..... ........~ ~ 20.54 sight into the conditions of family ated with colored lights and a 350- struction o f the canopy for the last bought for 5e each by any student, rectly opposite President Cl&tft>>. res ing his last year o f basketball he has
whether
be
buys
a
ticket
or
not.
candlepower
light
will.be
installed
for
two
days.
It
is
hoped
that
the
new
idence on University avenue- are being
Phi Beta ----------------------*—— - 19.68 and factory life under which the ma
displayed cool* floor generalship and
sound device will overcome some Of Tickets and votes may be bought in purchased. The money to buy the
Kappa Kappa Gamma........ 19.58 jority o f the population lives. He told the benefit o f the musicians.
plenty of net-swishing ability. Diwoky,
Sheridan’s orchestra will furnish the acoustic defects of the men’s Main hall starting Tuesday, March 2. lots is being solicited from members
,17.17 of the strikes and labor movement in
Kappa Delta ------------------The contest will close Thursday, o f the faculty and administration and forward, is* also dangerous against
Kappa Alpha T h eta ......... ........... 17.12 China, and of the way the Japanese the music and will use two sections gymnasium.
any guard. He is a fast, deceptive
March
11,
and
the
winner
will
be
o
f
the
new
22-foot
square
boxing
ring
The reflector is made of wood, cov
the people of Missoula.
Twenty
Alpha Chi O m ega...... .......
16.98 feel about their exclusion from the
floor man with unusual ability to snag
for a platform. A half interest in ered with wall board, and is twenty crowned at the dance.
members o f the faculty are helping
Delta G am m a---------------------16.63
United States.
the tip-off and thereby start trick
The Art League ball is an annual solicit the money.
this ring was purchased by the F or feet across the corners. A six-piece
The average made by .all University
offensive plays. Both forwards are
No Fear of Japan.
frame was made, following the speci costume affair. Last year the Mon
estry club from the “ M” club.
women was 19.56. Sorority women
“ Plans for the building are not yet good dribblers.
tana
Masquers
joined
with
the
Art
The
speaker
stated
that
he
had
no
fications of Mr. Shallenberger, and
averaged 18.93. Non-sorority women
completed but it will be patterned
Install Paradise.
Sport Tall Pivot Man.
League in presenting a mammoth after the architectural scheme o f the
made an average of 20.33 grade points. fear o f a war with either Japan or
The “Ranger’ s Dream of Paradise,” was assembled to form the final hex
Slim- Pinkerton, the tallest pifot
China, and advocated the withdrawal which has been installed in the wrest agon. It is a well known physical. IMardi Gras and carnival,
new -buildings on the campus. The
of extra-territorial rights and control ling room has a new feature. Run fact that sound can be focused and
new building will not in any way in(Continued on Page 4)
in the Orient.
ning water, a miniature fall and pool reflected, and this fact was made use ISCHEUCH COLLECTION j terfere with the plans of the Univer“ The student movement is a fight has a setting in a dense forest. The
! sity program. It will serve as a eenm
8
ITO B E SHOW N SOON j ter for the social and religious activi
against foreign invasion,” he conclud moon will shine and secluded nooks
ed, “ and the sooner those people are will be easy to find.
ties o f the students of the Univer
There will be an exhibit of posters sity. The School of Religion will j
given an opportunity to govern them
Shorty Shope, campus artist, has B E R R Y W IL L P L A Y
belonging to Professor F. C. Scheuch, occupy part o f the building.
selves, the sooner the gun boats leave painted cartoons, which are hung in
CH O PIN ’S SC H E RZO
their harbors, the sooner they will
in the Art department Saturday and
“ Win. L. Young."
W H IL E ON TOUR Sunday. These posters are on var
It is planned to make a collection become a progressive, happy nation.” the bar-room. They hit both faculty
and upperclassmen of the Forestry
of statute and session laws o f each
ious subjects and were collected by SENIOR ANNOUNCEMENT
school. Drinks of all kinds will be
of the western states for.the Univers
While on tour with the University
SIGMA DELTA CHI PLANS
SAMPLES ARRIVE; ORDERS | All cadet officers at the University
served at the long bar and*those who Glee club, Miss Bernice Berry, who Professor Scheuch while he was in
ity Law school library, according to
Barcelona, Spain.
TO ORGANIZE GRADUATES
MUST BE IN BY MARCH 3 are invited ‘to attend Reserve officers’
are thirsty will find relief.
Dean C. W. Leaphart o f the Law
is accompanist for the club, will play
Monday, March 1, a collection of
OF JOURNALISM SCHOOL
The
dance
program
has
been
de
meetings which are held monthly in
school. This collection has already
for her solo
number,
Chopin’s pictures by Irvin Shope will be on
Samples o f senior announcements conjunction with the officers of Fort
signed
as
a
surveyor’
s
stake.
Tran
been started.
Scherzo, Op. 39.
exhibit in the Art department. This have been received, according l o Kath
Belief that completion of a pamph sit lines with stations number 1-00 to
The law library now contains 1,200
Miss Berry has been at the Uni collection includes oil paintings, pen
Missoula, according to Major G. L.
let history o f Montana Sigma Delta 20-00 indicate the number o f dances.
erine Roach, chairman o f the commit
volumes and is constantly receiving
versity for six years, and is now as and ink sketches, illustrations and
Chi, men’s national journalism fra- Announcement of the dances will be
tee on announcements.
The cards Smith. It is planned to inclue sopho
additional books for its shelves. Be
sistant professor o f music— teaching water colors on various subjects.
terhity, will be possible has been ex- j done with saw gong and high lead line.
j will be shown at the next senior meet mores intending to take advanced
sides these additions, it has a sub
piano. She attended the University
pressed by Ben Quesnel, secretary of Five dances to the hour have been
ing, the date of which has not yet work in these gatherings.
scription list yearly amounting from
in 1915 and 1916. In 1916 she went
There are at present seven reserve
the organization. “ Returns from let arranged and encores will be whittled
WOMAN SCRIBES MAKE
•been decided, and a choice made at
$700 to $800, which includes the vol
to Minnesota and studied at the uni
officers and .five .senior cadet officers
ters sent out to all the alumni are down accordingly.
PLANS FOR CO-ED TEA that time.
umes o f the Reporters Systems and
versity there for a year. Since then
Seniors are asked to turn in the on the Montana campus. The re 
At the end o f the eighth dance a Miss Berry has studied with Vernon
subscriptions to legal periodicals, such coming in unusually good. There are
Plans for a tea to be given
number o f announcements they wish serve officers include, Dean T. C.
as the Yale and Harvard law reviews, only a few we are not in touch with, grand march will be held after which Spencer, Los Angeles; Boyd Wells,
Spaulding, Professor Dorr Skeels.
and the law quarterly review. R e but we expect to locate them soon,” cats will be served. Those who have Seattle, and C. D. Cady, of the Cor Theta Sigma Phi, women’ s national before Wednesday, March 3, to either
|
he
said.
journalism
fraternity,
in
the
Journal
Katherine Roach, Catherine Reynolds Earl Clark, Professor E. A. Atkinson,
cently, older English and Canadian
nish School o f Music, also in Seattle.
Keith Brown, Eddie Reeder and Jack
|
This
is
the
first
step
to
be
taken
ism
shack
from
3
to
5
p.
m.
Sunday
or
Helen
Groff,
one
o
f
whom
will
be
(Continued
on
Page
3)
books containing legal cases as, far
At the University of Minnesota,
were completed at a meeting o f that in the library rending room from 3 to Linke. The five cadet officers who
back as the 16th century have been in an effort to organize all graduates
Miss Berry was soloist with the Uni
will receive commissions this summer
o
f
the
School
of
Journalism.
organization
held
last
Tuesday
at
the
5
o’clock
daily.
According
to
Miss
added to the library, making if more
versity o f Minnesota orchestra, and
home of Gretchen Muckier.- Invita Roach the announcements will not are Robert Rea, Philip Ring, James
There will be a meeting of Sigma
complete. Canadian reports valued at
in 1918 she played a private recital
Powell, Harold Craven and Everett
Delta
Chi
in
the
Journalism
shack
tions
were
sent
out
to
45
women
stu
cost
more
than
15
cents
each.
The
$.300, comprising the latest decisions
with Leopold Godowsky.
*
dents in journalism. The purpose of individual cards to go in each envel Richards. Juniors who will receive
and citations o f cases, are among the next Monday afternoon to complete
Every year that she has been at
commissions next year are Russell
further
plans.
the
tea
is
to
create
more
interest
op
e
must
be
ordered
by
the
individuals
late additions.
the University, Miss Berry has ac
Sweet, William Kelly, Edwin Booth,
among the woman journalism majors themselves.
Practically all the English reports
companied the Glee club on its trips
William Orton, Donald Moore, Rich
and
to
make
them
'better
acquainted
ILLNESS
KEEPS
BRANNON
dn law and equity cases are now in
over the state.
ard Davis, Robert Ailing, Tyler Strawith each other. Mrs. C. II. Clapp YWCA CABINET ARRANGES
FROM FORESTERS’ DANCE
Rehearsal for Varsity Vodvil has
the library; mbst o f the American
I
ley
and Maynard Torrence. A larger
will
pour.
TO
SELL
FOOD
AT
PLAYS
been set for 7 o’clock next Wednes
laws are in the Reporters Systems,
AUTHORS’
CLUB
GIVES
number of sophomores than ever be
Chancellor and Mrs. M. A. Brannon day night at the Liberty theater, ac
which are published by the West Pub
LUNCH FOR BLANSHARD
fore
are expected to take the adwere
expected
to
arrive
in
Missoula
Members
o
f
the
local
YWCA
cabinet
cording to Harold Reely, Vodvil man
lishing company. In these system re
STU DEN TS T E S T FOR
are making arrangements to sell ten ( vanced course.
ports several states are grouped to yesterday to attend the Forestry ball ager. All scenery must be at the
Paul Blanshard, field secretary for
j
There
are three methods of obtain
B
A
C
TE
R
IO
LO
G
Y
BUGS
tonight.
President
C.
II.
Clapp
re
and
coffee
between
the
one-act
plays
theater at 1 o’clock on Wednesday
gether under one system name. Auth
the league o f Industrial Democracy,
which will be staged in Main hall audi ing a commission in the O. R. C.
entic law reports are sent from all ceived a telephone call from Dr. afternoon to enable the stage man
was guest o f honor at a luncheon
They
are
by examination, through the
Members
o
f
the
Bacteriologjclass
Swain,
executive
secretary
to
the
torium sometime in March. The
ager to have everything in readiness
the states to the W est company where
given Wednesday noon by the Auth were given the Schlick test during practice o f serving light refreshments ROTC, and through the CMTC. A
they are digested and printed in book chancellor, who told him that Chan for a prompt rehearsal. Reely also
ors* club, at the Blue Parrot tei the past week to determine whether
CMTC
camp
will be established at
cellor
Brannon
was
ill
and
would
'be
between
presentations
has
been
very
form. Montana is in the Pacific sys
emphasizes the necessity of all acts
room. Twelve members of the club they were susceptible to diphtheria
unable to attend.
successful in the east, according to Missoula this year. ROTC students
being complete in properties and
tem.
were present and the noon hour w
Since Dr. Brannon was appointed dress at that hour.
One-fiftieth of the amount o f serum Carl Glick, dramatic director, at whose will hold their camp at Camp Lewis,
The first edition of “ Blackstone’s
•passed in an informal cross-table which would kill a guinea pig was suggestion the experiment will be Washington. All expenses to and
Law Tracts,” and “ Doctor and Stu chancellor of the University o f Mon
Seats will be on sale at the Wilma
forum with Mr. Blanshard.
•from the camp will be paid, in addi
given to each person. The tests \vc re tried.
dent," published for the years 1604- tana, this is the first Forestry ball theater March 3 and Vodvil will be
Sickness prevented several members made on the £irm and when a red iarea
74, are recent additions which are he lias missed, according to Dean T. given at the Wilma March 6, at 7
The YWCA will also sell candy at tion, the ROTC pays its cadets 70
cents a day while attending. Stu
valuable for reference in tracing C. Spaulding of the Forestry school. and 9 o’clock. All seats must be re  of the club from attending.
appeared, the persons were consid Varsity Vodvil.
dents who have completed Sophomore
sources o f law. The library receives
ered susceptible. Approximately 70
served. Loges are one dollar and all
drill and have registered in the ad
STATE FORESTER RESIGNS
all the Montana reports which are
per
cent
are
supposed
to
be
immune
other seats 75c.
vanced courses are eligible for ad
reports o f all decisions handed down
from diphtheria. The tests in the
The following is the definite re
mission to the ROTC camp. This
It. P. McLaughlin, present state hearsal program and the probable ar
by the Supreme Court of this state.
Bacteriology class showed a greater
year’s camp will be held from June
forester; whose offices are in the For rangement for the final show:
proportion susceptible than is gen
14 to July 24. There will be no
estry building, will be superseded the
FOODS CLASS GIVES DINNER
erally shown.
Phi Delta Theta— “ A Colored R e
basic camp for freshmen or sopho
FOR MISS HELEN GLEASON first of the month by Rutledge Parker. vival.”
The Schick test is often given to
mores.
Mr. Parker is a graduate o f the Yale
school
children
during
diphtheria
epi
Alpha Delta Alpha— “ Black Lug
Nightly rehearsals o f “ The
Ten preliminary bouts were held
Miss Helen Gleason was a guest j Forestry school and . has had many gage.”
demics.
Learned .Ladies” are being held in
Wednesday at the men’s gym in the |BIOLOGICAL CLUB MEETS
of the Foods 21 class at a formal |years’ experience in the United States
Delta Gamma— “ The Golden Ball.”
Muin hall in preparation for the
dinner .given last night' in the Natural forest service. He has been a resi
elimination contests prior to the “ M"
IN SCIENCE HALL TODAY
Phi Sigma Kappa— “ The Three
presentation of the play on Friday,
R
IF
L
E
TE
A
M
JSIIOOTS
club tournament, scheduled for March
dent of Missoula for more than 12 Trees."
Science building.
March 12, according to Carl Glick,
The girls preparing rind serving the
Ella Stockton and M. J. Ilarbaugh
Kappa Ivappn Gamma— “ Between
W IT H TW O OPPONENTS 10. The bouts were for two rounds
dramatic director of the University.
dinner were Blanche Peters, Mildred
will speak to the Biological club on
’o f two minutes each.
the Dark and the Daylight.”
The cast consists of 12 characters,
TANANS TO SELL TICKETS
Winners o f Wednesday’s bouts will “ Jacques Loeb” at 4 o’clock this aft
May and Helen Chaffin.
Sigma Chi— “ A Ilamlette Ome
seven o f which have never appeared ( Members of the men’s rifle team
FOR GLEE CLUB CONCERT; le t t e .”
Tuesday noon Mrs. O. II. Clapp
box
Monday
afternoon
and
semi-fin
ernoon in the Natural Science build
in a University dramatic •produc I have finished firing a match with the
WILMA PASS FOR PRIZE Kappa Alpha Theta—“ The Land o4j tion.
was the guest at a formal lunch which
' University of West Virginia and Con als will be held Friday. Joe Cochran, j ing.
was prepared by three o f the girls of
the Stars.”
“ The Learned Ladies,” by Molinecticut Agricultural College, running boxing instructor, hopes to have all j Catherine Reynolds and Leonard
Tickets for the Glee Club concert
the class. The Home Economics
preliminary bouts completed by F ri Jourdonois are On the entertaining
cre„ a satire on intellectual snob
up a total score of 3234.
department is giving a series of to be held March 17, will be put on
committee for the afternoon.
FORESTRY TEACHERS ILL.
Individual tallies of the five high day.
bishness, is one of the greatest
sale by the Tanans the week following
luncheons, dinners and teas.
Men not enrolled in the boxing
comedies of the French stage. It
est contestants were Edward Turck,
Varsity Vodvil.
Pharmacy Co-Eds Plan Tea
classes
arc
eligible
to
compete
in
the
Dean T. C. Spaulding has been car
340; John Sehroeder, 337; George
was first produced on March 11,
Graduate Is Druggist at Choteau I The Tanau member selling the rying most of the burden of instruc
Iteuauld, 335; Lincoln Kellogg, 333; tournament which is open to all Uni
1672, and has been successful on
greatest number of Glee Club tickets tion in the Forestry school for the
Active
members of Kappa Epsilon,
versity
students.
In
order
to
box
on
Frank Ailing, 331. Results have not
the stage since that time, a run of
E. W. Doughty, who was graduated over a set minimum will be awarded a past week because o f the illness of
yet been received from the two other the “ M” club card a fighter must national Pharmaceutical fraternity for
254 years.
from the School of Pharmacy last •pass- to the Wilma theater for a per the majority o f the faculty o f the
women,
are
making plans for a tea
survive
all
the
preliminary
scraps
schools.
“ The production will be present
spring, writes that he is now an em iod of six months.
school. Professors I. W. Cook, Fay
During tlie week ending March 6 and those who wish to enter the which they will give at the home of
ed in modern costume,” said Mr.
ploye o f the Rexoll Drug company at
Mrs.
C.
E.
Mollett
Wednesday after
Clark and Dorr Skeels have been un
the teams will fire matches with Ore tournament must do so at once.
Glick yesterday, “ the same as
Choteau. He also states that his
Professor F. C. Scheuch has been able to attend their classes, each
noon, March 9. The affair is to be
gon Agricultural College, University
H a inlet has been running in New
father has just purchased the Deer ill witii influenza and unable to meet being confined to their homes with
in
honor
of
the
Missoula
patronesses
Buford
Kaa,
ex
’27,
was
a
Uinclie
of Delaware and Virginia Military In
York.”
Park Drug company of Spokane.
bis classes this week.
and alumni of the fraternity.
the flu.
guest ut the Templars Thursday.
stitute.

STUDENT MOVEMENT
PROTESTS INVASION

Women Lead Men; Sororities I
Average Higher Than
I
Fraternities

TRUSTEES DISCUSS
RELIGION BUILDING

J

REFLECTOR FOR HOP

Law Library Adding
Collection o f Laws
o f Western States

R O TC Officers Set
Plans for M eeting
With Fort Leaders

Vodvil Rehearsals
Start Wednesday,
States Manager

Players Rehearse
“ Learned Ladies”

Elimination Contests
for M Club Tourney
Nearing Completion

THE
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The Montana Kaimin
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of
the University of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana,
under act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
Subscription price $2.50 per year.
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Winnifred Wilson,
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The Educational Goose-Step

moulding process ended at the campus
gates there perhaps would remain some
hope of unearthing an occasional flare of
genius, but the cycle is ruthless in its con
tinuity. Where University authority ends
fraternal affiliation begins— and with it a
demand for conformity which assumes the
character of a goose-step.
Taking up the cry for more individuality
and less standardization Senator Ferris of
New York recently published a denuncia
tion of present-day college education in
which he says': “ I have nothing against
Y a le; I have nothing against Harvard, but
I believe that if some millionaire had put
Abraham Lincoln in Yale or Harvard he
would never have been placed in Who’s
Who. The reason for this is that they are
over-organized, over-standardized and
over-specialized. They suppress genius
and put a premium on mediocrity.”

RE colleges and universities through
out the country unconsciously enter
Lest We Forget
ing into a suicide pact of standard
ization and over-specialization?
That
EST we forget that “ he who gives is
charge, as a general criticism, is being con
twice blessed,” the Kaimin stops for
sistently leveled at higher education and
a moment to pay editorial tribute to
has already reached such gignatic propor
tions that it deserves serious considera three Grizzly athletes.
• When the whistle blows tomorrow night
tion.
Let us examine for a moment the situa sending Montana into the game against
tion on the Montana campus— accepting O.A.C., Illman, Baney andTJerg will be
it as typical of the average American uni wearing their maroon jersies for the last
versity. In the past four years hardly a time. Starting their basketball careers
single quarter has slipped by without see as members of the freshman squad in. the
ing some Systematic change in adminis fall of 1922, all three men have served
tration, some new method of coordination, faithfully and well under the standards of
some new specialized course added to the their Alma Mater. Not only have they
list of curricular studies. The student earned places for themselves as stars in
must take this or that to graduate, he must Montana’s hall of fame, but they will be
attend a prescribed number of classes, he even better remembered as representative
must cheer at football games, he must re of the highest type of athlete— clean, gen
frain from fussing at athletic contests and tlemanly and able.
Here’s wishing health and happiness to
he must observe traditions of such a ques
tionable vintage that compulsion rather Captain Ted Tllman, Force Baney and
than sentiment prompts obedienfee. I f the Obbie Berg.
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Muscle Bound
He who sleeps feels not the
toothache.— Shakespeare.

Montana Fight
May 11, 1915
Campus shadows sifted slowly be
neath the western rays of a May sun.
In the basement of old Main hall
a still form sat with head bowed on
dejected arms.
Microscopes and charts told that
it was a biology laboratory.
* * *

ing signal practice. It was adopted
Gg R r Ii Zz Zz LI Yy (Capital let
and christened “ Knockem.” After ters shouted, followed by small letters
each game the score is carved on his in echo effect).
shell.
Wild men, mystery, sparkling wit,
plenty of kick and reduced prices have
been announced as the magnetic fea
tures of the forthcoming He-Jinx
which the men of the University af
Nevada intend to put on.

The University of Washington and
the University o f British Columbia
compromised in football this year by
University of California, Southern playing half of the games under Amer
An instructor softly entered the
room and approached the silent fig Branch, is seriously considering the ican football rules and half under
following new yell.
rugby.
ure.
In hopeless tones the student spoke
of the nearing commencement and
The usual feminine excuse that “ I
the undone lessons.
haven’t a thing to wear” won’t keep
Instantly, the professor began to
anybody away from the Foresters’
explain the experiment that, lay un
ball tonight.
finished on the table.
In fact, all the co-eds should dress
The sun had disappeared when the
as gold-diggers.
In other words,
two left Main hall.
wear their ordinary clothes.
New hope throbbed in the heart of
The surest cure for love at first the younger as he walked around the
oval.
sight tonight will be another look.
* * *
Three weeks later the student \?as
To Fritz and Van in sympathy for
their trials and tribulations we dedi a graduate.
Morton J. Elrod had won another
cate the following poem, given to us
of his quiet fights.
•. ,
by one of our contemporaries:
The Psalm of Life
(With more apologies to Longfellow
than anybody else.)
Tell me not in mournful numbers
That my Ford is but a wreck; •
The engine is not dead, but slumbers
’Til I crank her up, by heck!

Fight Montana

Other Campuses

Its bumps are real and very earnest,
Lehigh University has one of the
The junk yard is its goal;
most unusual mascots o f any football
Tin it is, to tin returneth
team in the country. It is a mud
After it has ceased to roll.
turtle which was discovered making
its way across the muddy field durWith all the parts that I can borrow
I set out upon my way,
Knowing well than on the morrow
I’ll be poorer than today.
Its top is gone, its tires are fleeting,
And the sides are ’bout to cave;
Connecting rods like drums are beat
ing
As she rattles to the grave.
A half a mile you hear its rattle
As again I risk my life,
While to me its infernal prattle
Brings a hundred kinds of strife.

CANFORDS

J PASTE

r

< ?\,E A R N the economy o f buying
Stetson. Style on a foundation o f qua
ity is the secret o f Stetson supremac

STETSON HA1
Styled for young men

►
! itate Jo produce a hideous combina: tion of notes—he also has the orchestra play in four different keys at
Passing junk yards all remind us
once—and again he mutes all the
We could; end our troubles there,
of
Program for Week of
brasses (an unprecedented happen
And departing, leave behind us
February 28
ing) to imitate a band of sheep.
All our sorrow and our care.
There you are— how can you have the
famtest conception or appreciation of
Cares that perhaps another
D r ie s Q u ic k
Sunday, February 28, 9:15 P. M.
such a man, if personally you hated
Rattling o’er the bumpy plain,
“Listener's Guide to Music." •
Piano Solos, Selected
S t ic k s T ig h t
the mere sounds and the pleasure lay
* By Percy Schoies.
Some desperate, cursing brother.
Miss Iris Lowe
attvon the performer’s side?
Seeing, shall start to walk again!...
Oxford University Press, N. Y.
Sunday Radio Sermon
N
ie ^ e y S t a i n s
Mr. Schoies has chapters on the
In a small volume of scarcely more
Dr. D. E. Jackson of the Presby
I am always up and doing,
than a hundred pages, Percy Schoies, mysteries of the sonata form. He I
terian Church of Missoula.
Working hard from morn’s first}
an English professor, has compiled a takes the symphony apart in another' Soprano Solos, Group One
light— most comprehensive and interesting chapter and rebuilds it for us—and
Mrs. C. C. Peck
Ever toiling, ever cranking
guide to music for the average or j even collects data on composers and Saxophone Solos, Selected
|
the
way
in
which
they
build
composi’Cause
I have a date tonight.
plain concert goer. I think this book
Mr. Shelley Schoonover
— (From the Oklahoma Daily.)
could and should he included to very I tions. All musical instruments used I Soprano Solos, Group Two
are
explained
and
musical
terms
put
great advantage, in the curriculum
Mrs. C. C. Peck
Why blame a lobster for blushing,
of our high schools, to make for the in elementary form. Interesting side] Piano Solos, Group Two
when it sees the salad dressing?
next generation of listeners and art I lights on composers are shown and
Miss Iris Lowe
ists, an intelligent, appreciative audi one can truly say after reading the
Monday, March I, 8 P. M.
Free Facts for. Frosh
ence at our concerts. The study of book, that the most significant points Piano Solos, Selected
'Tis better to have loved and lost.
music, o f course, is infinite and^Mr. in music appreciation have been pre-r
Mr. Austin
sen
ted
clearly
and
in
a
charming
way.
Yes—far better.
Schoies repeatedly calls your atten
Review of 'Benjamin de Casseres’
tion to the fact that in his book he
Play, “ Mirrors of New York, by
For your information, the sea is
has simply tried to condense in the
Robert Housman of the School of
measured in knots because there
briefest possible way the main lines
Journalism.
couldn’ t possibly be an ocean “ tied” I
of research which the uneducated in
Soprano Solos, Selected
otherwise.
music should pursue— the things you
Miss Ruth Sear
should know in order to have your
Startling Facts Disclosed
Whistling Solos, selected
If we don’t see you in the future,
mind in at least a receptive state.
by University Frosh
Mr. Blumenthal
{ we’ll see you in the pasture.
Music accompanied by words or
Reading from James Stephens’ “ Here
action usually explains itself and is
Are Ladies",” by Eugene Finch of
I f Proxy Clapp should suddenly
the average limit of most audiences—
the Department of English.
most of our amateur musicians seem take it upon himself to get out his Piano Solos, Selected
ingly have been mostly taught to pro ! bag of “ aggies,” “ glassies" and
Miss Doll
duce pretty sounds without much |“chinks” and challenge Dr. Rowe to
Tuesday, March 2, 8 P. M.
comprehension of all that lies back a peaceful game of “ keeps" in the
Confab on Foresters9 Shin
Program of the University Inter
of composition—and the background middle of the oval Dean Stone would I
national Club:
dig Rudely Cat
is most necessary, Mr. Schoies ex be surprised; and if Discobolus should Talk by Alexander Stepantsoff of the
plains to us. The trouble is partly leave his pedestal for an hour to chase I University International Club.
Light travels 3,348,000 miles in
caused by the fact that the 100 per jack rabbits over the sides of Mount Talk by President C. II. Clapp.
three minutes.
cent American will buy a ticket to Sentinel', the Dean would surely lift |Musical Program by the International
almost anything—be it a chamber his eyebrows in amazement, but when i Club Orchestra.
On the second floor of Pinchot hall
music recital, sponsored by the Ladies he was informed that Albert Ilo e l-1Trombone and Xylophone Solos.
a forester grasped the telephone with
Musical, and in which nearly all the I scher, who swings a baton and blows
Thursday, March 4, 8 P. M.
hands
that shook like a shimmy danc
audience sit in a disappointed or be j a piccolo every time •the Grizzlies I Vocal Solos, Selected
er caught in the teeth of an Arctic
wildered state, or a recital of 16th I take the floor, was on trial for mur-1
Miss Guilbault
blizzard.
century music, under which most of der in Ohio, and was the mysterious j “ Medicines of Long Ago,” by Mr. John
On the second floor o f North hall
us sit wriggling painfully, wondering Omaha maniac bandit, as well as
Suchy of the School of Pharmacy.
a slim limbed co-ed placed the receiv
what it is all about. We criticize in being the countess who has been held Piano Solos, Selected
er to a saucy little ear that teased to
a genial, whole-hearted and half at Ellis Island, he threw up his hands
Dorothy Reeves
be chased out into the open—and
witted way the dark conspirators on I in surrender.
“ Forests and Lumbering of Montana,”
kissed.
the stage as they play most beauti
Class l i b in Elements of Journal
Montana Fact Talk No. 13, pre
“ Nice weather, isn’t it?” moaned
fully Tchaycovski’s “ Andante Conta- ism had taken a Current Events quizz! pared from information from the
the druid while his eyes shone with
bile” and wonder why the serious |and the following startling facts were
Department of Geology.
the fervor that has substituted tinned
minded musician on the left gags as revealed: Instrumental Solos, Selected
beef for canned beach comber on the
he listens to composers’ names pro
John McGraw was the first man
cannibal isles.
nounced and musical terms enunci killed in the anthracite regions,after
“ Yah, I ’m all right,” agreed the
ated.
I the resumption of operations; Helen DAUGHTER OF FRENCH
To mount the magic carpet of mel |Wills has come before the public eye TEACH ER P L E D G E S future Paul Buyan in accents that
expressed the proper amount- of sur- <
ody and fly to heights undreamed of j because she is trying to get a di
SIGMA PH I ■prise at the phenomena.
we can not be in dense ignorance, we vorce; Albert B. Fall is the secretary T I I E T A
“ Say, do you wanta go with me to
must have a key to the meaning of of State, Navy, Treasury and Inter
the idea that the composer is trying ior, counsel for Countess Cathcart
Astrid Arnoldson, daughter of Mrs. the , . .V
to give us. This may bo acquired, j and- leader of the anti-prohibition Louisa Arnoldson, who is assistant
On the second -floor of North hail
according to Mr. Schoies, through the forces; C. A. Schenck is a movie di professor of foreign languages, has
ability to understand the motif— the rector, immigration inspector who de-1 been pledged at Stanford university, a girl stood looking at a notice that
beautifully woven tissue of a tone tained the Countess of Cathcart, California, to Theta Sigma Phi, hon said, “ No telephone conversation shall
poem or symphony, requires much baseball manager and German diplo- orary national women’s journalism last for more than three minutes.”
On the second floor of Pinchot hall
thought. We may even learn to hear matic representative to the United fraternity, according to word recently
the personality and nationality of a States; Irvin S. Cobb settled the coal! received by Mrs. Arnoldson. Journal stood a man looking at a notice that
composer through his note message.
strike; Paul Blanshard was a leader \ ism and history are Miss Arnoldson’s said, “ Everybody out for the Forestry
ball.”
Take for instance the new Russian for the coal strikers and the operat- major subjects.
composer Stravinsky, wjio is ultra
Miss Arnoldson attended the 1923
modern and has lately dazzled and
Olaf J. Bile, '23, is managing the
Which all goes to show that fresh summer class in journalism at this
puzzled the musical world. lie soys men are not as dumb as they look— University but was too young to re Third National Oratorical contest fop
he does not know what a discord is— but usually dumber.
the
Chicago Daily News in Wiscon Camels contain the very choicesi tobaccos grown in all the
ceive credit. The following spring
that somewhere there is a law of har
quarter she took probationol work at sin, Illinois, Michigan and Iowa.
world. Camels art' blended by the world’s most expert
mony but he knows not where it lies.
blenders. Nothing is too good for Camels. In the making
Otto Bessey, ’28, was removed to the University with her high school
If Stravinsky wishes to express a St. Patrick’s hospital Tuesday evening work. She was graduated from Mis
Genevieve Rognlien, n former stu of this one brand we concentrate the tobacco knowledge and
skill of the largest organization of tobacco experts in the
disagreeable emotion he does not hes- with a tevere case of influenza.
soula county high school in June, 1924, dent at the University, visited her
world. No other cigarette made is like Camels. They are
and commenced her work at Stanford brother, Gordon, over the week-end.
the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.
She
is
on
her
way
to
Los
Angeles
to
that summer. While in high school
she took a prominent part in school visit her parents.
activities and was on the Konah staff, |
Special Parties
the high school paper. The past sum ford, which she attained in n year
for
mer she was an associate editor dur Qnd three months work there.
ing the summer editions of the Palo
Special Occasions Alto, Stanford paper. Miss Arnold A Mabel Hyde Cory scholarship of
$125 was awarded to her for the past © 1926
son now has Junior standing in Stan- winter quarter.
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REVIEWS

Books

and

Nine women out of 10 go to col
lege to find a husband, says a profes
sor of psychology at the University of
Denver.

Plays

M e s o o ia M

What Next?

e r c a n t il b

COMPANY

\ ^ lh en silvery

m oonlight falls on town and

What-in-ell

field — and the lon g, joyous
tour home is ready to begin
— have a Cam el!

C

HIMNEY
ORNER

WHEN moonlight washes
woodland and hills with
platinum light. And the
tour home is ready to
begin— have a Camel!
F or Cam el makes
e v e r y s m o o t h to u r
smoother, adds o f its
ow n c o n t e n t m e n t t o
every delightful journey.
Camels never tire your
taste or leave a cigaretty
after-taste. Pay what
you will, you’ll never get
choicer t o b a c c o s th a n
those in Camels.
So this night as the
forest-topped hills race
by in moonlit proces
sional. A s the magic
road curves through the
colonnades o f birches—
have then the finest made,
regardless o f price.
H ave a Camel!
d o not yet kfiow i
quality, is that you try
them . W e inrite yon J o
com p a re C am els with
any cigarette made at
any price,
R. J. Reynold* Tobacco
Company

,
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DR. CLARK 10 SPEAK
OX CHARM OF SPAIN
Spanish Club to Sell Tickets; Lec
ture at University
March 18

Dr. Charles Upson Clark, who will
lecture here March 18 on “The Charm
of Spain,” is not a stranger to Mis
soula*
. “Twice during the last four years
he has appeared in the University
auditorium,” said Dr. Clapp, when in
terviewed yesterday. “His talks have
been a great success. He is espe
cially qualified to speak about the
southern European countries— since
the war he has spent most of his
time studying conditions in Europe
and using his first-hand knowledge
of these conditions as the basis for
his lectures. He knows his subject

thoroughly and presents it in an in
teresting manner.”
Dr. Clark will be a guest o f the
Yale club at least part of his stay
here, according to Myor H. W olff,
president o f the local organization,
and H, M. Colvin of the Law school,
secretary. Mr. Colvin further says:
“ Dr. Clark spoke here before on the
Balkan states, using colored stereoptican views. I understand lie has re
cently returned from Spain, where he
doubtless gathered some fine pictures
with which to illustrate his lecture.
He speaks the chief languages fluent
ly, which enables him to get about in
the different countries of Europe.”
On Yale Faculty.
F or 15 years Dr. Clark was on the
Yale faculty; from 1910 to 1919 he
was director o f the school of classi
cal studies o f the American Academy
in Rome. When we entered the war,
he volunteered his lecturing exper
ience to the service of the Italian gov
ernment, to try to bring to the Ameri
can people a realization o f the mighty
efforts put forth by Italy, and was
instrumental in raising many thous-

For the Sunday Hike
Get them at
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GLEE CLUB TO GIVE
CONCERT AT BONNER

PAUL BUNYAN VISITS
TANA AS GUEST

?

I

On the Campus

with the

?

KAIMIN
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MONTANA

Julia W oolf oik was confined to the
was absent from the campus Wednes
and dollars for war relief in Ilaly.. In
Theta house Monday and Tuesday be
day due to^ a severe cold.
the summers o f 1917 and 1918 he
traveled repeatedly over the Italian
Marie Bell, *29, of Vulcan, Alberta, cause o f an infected foot.
Beryl Bishop, *29, o f Livingston, has
front, being often under fire. The
Canada, is confined to North hall in
fall and early winter of 1921 and
firmary with a serious attack of in been absent from classes because of
illness.
1922 Dr. Clark took an extended
fluenza.
European tour; everywhere he inter
Charles “ Chuck” Keim, is attendMarie Reed, ’27, o f Kalispell, was
viewed prominent statesmen, bankers,
the dinner guest of Lydia Maury at |ing Northwestern university.
professional and business men, e. g., Songsters Will Start on First Lap North hall, Wednesday.
Vivian J. Corbly, editor o f the D.
of Twefve-Day Tour Early
General Primo de Rivera on the
Howard A. Bod ine, *26, returned A. V. Weekly, expects to return to
in March
Spanish situation, and gathered many
Montana
this summer.
Wednesday from Eugene, Oregon,
beautiful and interesting photographs.
John Schroeder and Ernest Gard
where he attended the Phi Delta
Members of the Spanish club will
ner
have
returned to school after
Theta convention.
sell the tickets, which will be 50
Saturday night the University Glee
Alice Bouquet has been confined being ill the earlier part of the week.
cents, as the Spanish club is sponsor club will give its first concert of the
Virginia
Mutchmore
is absent from
to Craig hall infirmary with a cold.
ing his appearance here.
season 1926 at Bonner. This ap
Kathleen Egan was a luncheon classes with a severe cold.
Alex Stcpantsoff is a patient at
pearance will be in the nature o f a guest at the Kappa Delta house
the South hall infirmary.
dress rehearsal to get the members Wednesday.
Reynolds Thompson, who has been
accustomed to a stage and to the se
Audrey Sampsel was a dinner guest
quence of the program in front of at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house visiting Jack Dimond o f South hall,
left
for his home in Dillon, Wednes
an audience.
•
Wednesday.
Wednesday morning, March 3, the
Dorothy Dodge, *27, was a dinner day.
Mauda Polley, instructor in for
club will leave Missoula on the first guest at the Alpha Chi Omega house
leg o f the twelve-day tour of the Wednesday evening.
eign languages, was a dinner guest
state, which will take in Deer Lodge,
WiUiam Crum, *29, is confined to Wednesday at the Sigma Kappa
Butte, Livingston, Big Timber, Co
St. Patrick’s hospital with appendi house.
(Continucc from Page 1)
lumbus, Billings, Roundup, Ilarlowton,
citis.
Lewistown, Great Falls, and Helena.
Ethlyn Parsons, ’29, was operated I
tickets 1 to 100 will adjourn to the
Manager Reports
on for appendicitis Friday. She is
third floor o f the Forestry building
We Still Have a Few
Ted Halvorson, advance manager o f I reported recovering satisfactorily,
and feed until the twelfth dance,
Boxes of That
Virginia Dixon, instructor in eco
when their place will be taken by the club, reports that negotiations
those holding the next hundred. This which are well under way point nomics, was a luncheon guest of Mrs.
Theodore Brnntly at North hall Mon
will continue until the 800 people toward a successful tour.
In Great Falls, Sheridan’s orches day.
holding tickets have been served.
Inez Ilannes and Francis McGrath
tra, which is reopening the Odeon
To Be Biggest Hop Yet.
■
dance hall, has announced that all j were visitors in Hamilton Sunday.
Preparations for the largest ball
Georgia McCrno, *26, is confined to)
who hold seat stubs from the Glee
in the history o f the University are
club concert will be admitted to the the infirmary with influenza.
being completed this afternoon. Short
Isabel BrbwA and Goan Wigul were
dance free o f charge. In addition to
course men started decorating at noon
the other novelties, the Varsity quar-1 dinner guests at North hall Tuesday.
yesterday, but the entire school has
69c EACH OR
Lucille McQuigg, *28, spent tjiei
let, consisting o f Robert Nofsinger,
turned out today. All Forestry class
2 FOR $1.25
Leonard Brewer, Emil Blumenthnl. j week-end at her home in Butte.
es were excused in order that the
and Harold Craven will -entertain | Clarence Lake and Neil Wilson,
services of every man could be utilwith songs during the evening.
•both of Butte and former University I
ized.
In order that all possible time may students, spent the first of the week
Scalping fo r tickets for the dance
be given to perfecting the work of visiting friends on the campus.
was reported yesterday. All of the
The
Louise Lowell. ’29, was absent from |
the men’s Glee club, women’s mixed
400 tickets printed were reported sold
Glee club rehearsals have been dis her classes Monday because of illness.
O ffice Supply Co.
I Wednesday. Yesterday the forestry
continued until after the forthcoming
Elsie Eminger spent the week-end
offic^ was swamped with caUs for
“ Everything for the Office”
tour.
with her parents in Butte.
I tickets and after a thorough checking,
Margaret Sparr, ’27, o f Billings, is 1
j but five tickets were found to satisfy
nt St. Patrick’s hospital with an at
an increasing demand.
tack of influenza.
Imposes Restrictions.
Kenneth Niles, ex ’28, was at the
The Forestry club committee limits
Phi'Delta Theta house over Saturday.
For Rent Cars—
the activities of those who hold tick
Jack Crutchfield has returned to
ets to only the following agreements:
Harry Jardine, ex ’21, was a visitor! the Alpha Phi house after a short |
24 Hour Service
11, that no hobnails or white collars at the Phi Delta Theta house W ednes-;
illness in the St. Patrick’s hospital.
j
will be worn; 2, tliat only western day evening.
Charles Dill, Hamilton, represents- j
104
WEST
SPRUCE
costumes wiU be in prominence; 3,
Jessie Burns, ex *27, o f Helenax ar- tive to the western district extem
that no smoking will be done within rived last night to attend the Forestry
poraneous speaking contest, was a !
the boundaries of the ballroom; 4, ball.
luncheon guest at the Templar house
that no intoxicating liquor will be
Force Baney returned Wednesday Wednesday and Thursday.
brought'on the acres of the campus.
from a business trip to Kalispell.
The name of George Allen, L iving-! Your Party Will Be a Success
Walter Robbins, freshman from ston, was inadvertently omitted from I
If You Serve
KalispeU, was sent to St. Patrick’s the list of men initiated by the j
hospital with a severe cold.
Templars, which appeared in T u c s -!
Arthur Ramsey, Choteau, has been day’s Kaimin.
confined to the South hall infirmary
Richard Davis is confined to his |
|for the last few days.
home in Orchard Homes with a bad
Lloyd Callison, ex ’28, was a din case of the mumps.
ner guest at the Sigma Alpha house.
Kenneth Howell was taken to the
We Furnish Bowl, Glasses and
Wednesday night.
infirmary from South ball Thursday
Ladle FREE With Each Order
Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the I - Andrew Marsh, ’29, is confined to with a slight attack o f flu.
Arthur Gladdin, *29, of Hardin, has
University auditorium, the Interna the South hall infirmary with an at
been confined to St. Patrick’s hospi
tional club will give the following tack o f grip.
Phone 252
We Deliver
I Anne Ross, Katherine Roach, Doro- tal with a cold.
program:
MAJESTIC BOTTLING CO.
1thy Aikin, Iro Keeton, Mary Kirk
Dwight Bedell, secretary of Alpha |
Greetings
wood and Pauline White were dinner, Kappa Psi, men’s national business
Dr. C. H. Clapp
guests at North hall, Wednesday eve administration fraternity, was a guest i
President of the University
ning.
at the.Sigma Phi Epsilon house.
Response
. Eileen O’Boyle, ’29, of Florence,
Bruce McKennan was a dinner | American Barber Shop
Rev. Win. L. Young
was confined to her room in North guest at South hall Monday night*' • {
and Beauty Parlor
Pastor o f University Church
hall, Wednesday, with an attack of
“ Doug’’ Hooper of Stevensville, |
Washington G rays____ C. S. Grafulla
WE AIM TO PLEASE
rheumatism.
who is refereeing the Western Dis- j
Intermezzo R u s se .... . Theo. France
1 Mrs. Flore Weisberg, instructor of trict basketball tournament, is re- i
Brief Talk
\V. A. TALBERT, Prop.
foreign languages, has been confined newing campus acquaintances.
104 East Cedar St.
Ph. 370 W
Jose B, Logan
to her home with the influenza.
Millicent Ofstedabl returned Mon
Xylophone Solos:
| Belle Wellington, *28, has been ab- day evening from Great Falls, where |
Who (F oxtrot)
Jerome Kern
|sent from classes with a severe at slid; has been visiting her folks.
Paddlin’ Madeline H om e..... Woods
tack of influenza.
Harry Griffin, *19, is city night i
La Paloma .... ................. S. Yradier
I Boynton Paige, *27, of Twin Bridg editor o f the Billings Gazette.
Richard Romersa
es, is confined to the St. Patrick’s
For Your
Guy Mooney, secretary to Repre
Tut (a Bella Polka Brando, Russian
j hospital, with a severe cold.
sentative Scott Leavitt, expects to
Dance
Orland Williams, ’29, of Kalispell. visit the University at the end o f the
A. M. and F. M. Stepan tsoif
was taken to St. Patrick’s hospital special session o f congress.
Trombone Solo:
Wednesday, where he is suffering
Special Prices on
Ruth Hughes was a dinner guest o f |
P a lm s.................................. J. Faure
with an attack o f influenza.
Oathleen McGrath at Craig hall |
Joseph Giarratana
I
Glenn
Allen,
’29/
is
an
inmate
of
Sheet Cakes
Thursday.
Brief Talk
|the infirmary at South hall due to a
Janet McKenzie has been confined |
E. Simoni
McDonald - Williamson
severe cold.
to her home during the week with a
Vocal Solo:
Frances Elge, *29, will visit friends cold.
& Company
Little Annie Rooney
{ in Helena over the week-end.
Bakery
William Crum and Glenn Allen j
J. M. Rosenthal
I Miss Mary Laux, women’ s pbysi- have been released from the South!
Stephanie G av otte....... A. Czibulka
Tel. §0S
131 E. Cedar
Lustspiel Overture .......... Keler-Bcla I cal education instructor, was unable hall infirmary, where they were con- |
to meet her classes the last of the fined with colds Inst week.
International Club Orchestra
week
due
to
a
case
of
influenza.
. This program marks the inaugura
Mary Lynn Corbly was a dinner
tion of a new custom on the campus,
that o f an annual “ get-together” of guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
I house Wednesday.
all nations represented on the cam
THE EATS ARE DIFFERENT AT THE
pus, in order to promote good feel I Anne Piatt and Lucia Merrielees
ing among nationalities. The Uni dined at the Kappa Alpha Theta
j
house,
Wednesday,
versity of Montana International club
has chosen for its motto: “ Above All j Edwin Jacobson, *26, will spend the
week-end in Anaconda with relatives.
TOM CUMMINGS, Manager
116 West Main Street
Nations Is Humanity.”
The public is cordially invited to | Mildred and Edith Tash o f North
!
hall will entertain their sister. Mrs.
attend.
! B\ W. Muench of Chicago, at North
! hall during the’ week-end.
John Ryan, winner o f the third
| Alice .Carpenter, *29, is confined
place in the Intercollegiate oratorical
I to North hall because o f a cold.
contest held in Helena last year, re
! Helen Murno, director o f Craig hall.
ceived his award Thursday.
•is ill with influenza.
| Fernand Letellicrs is in St. PatHelen Chaffin and Mildred May i rick’s hospital with a light case of
motored to their homes in -Stevens- influenza.
ville Sunday.
[
Dorothy Edwards, *29, is in the
The Place of Good Eats
Craig hall sick room with influenza.
Gertrude Tebo motored to StevensDean Harriet Sedman was a lunchville with friends Sunday.
! eon guest at Craig hall, Wednesday,
j Alva Rees, instructor in economKathryn Moore, Helena, a former |ics, has been confined to his home"
University student,, is spending sev with a severe cold.
eral days here visiting friends.
I Miss Gertrude Buckhous, librarian,

r

•

and

Y ou’ll N ever Forget
that

6 MARCH 6
A Business Tonic
That W o n Success
Everything has a beginning; a child .is born and has to
be carefully nourished. I f left alone it could not live.
The beginning of the business of the J. C. Penney
Company was a precarious one. It passed through many
moments of uncertainties. But it was never left alone.
Its greatest nourishment wjis derived from the brand
o f service its founder gave to the public. It served best
by giving only worthy goods for the least possible
money.
Fed upon this tonic it eventually grew into a live,
rapidly-expanding business. The same service governs
its operations today as then, but the strength of this
service has been notably increased.

95

CLUB ASKS PUBLIC
iL

Majestic
Fruit Juice Punch

$1.50
We Carry a Full Line of

Dr. A . G . W h aley

DEVOE

Eyes Examined

( w a l l f in i s h
(ART MATERIALS
SPECIAL PRICE TO STUDENTS

MISSOULA HARDWARE AND PLUMBING COMPANY

HOM E C A F E
STUDENT RATES
$31.50 for $25— Three Meal Rate
$25.50 for $20c—Two Meal Rate
5(1 SOUTH HIGGINS

T H E R A IN B O W
Barber and Beauty Parlor
Service That Gratifies
Phone 241 J

136 Higgins

Room for Rent
Call 1673 for Particulars

Florence Stratton
Josephine Polgrean

Claire Beauty Shop
Florence Hotel Block Phone 1941

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Our Specialty
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

8-HOUR
Kodak Finishing

Service
MeKAY ART COMPANY

Florence Laundry Co.
PHONE 48

Thos. F. Farley
GROCERIES
Phones: 53 - 54 - 55

H ERRICK'S
FAMOUS ICE CREAM
and Sherbets
YES, W E MAKE PUNCH”

Missoula Laundry Co.
We Do Ordinary Mending and
Darning

Hot Dogs, Hamburger and
Beer
at the

MISSOULA CLUB

Finest Home Prepared Things to

The Coffee Parlor Cafe
Soda Fountain Jn Connection
Open from 7 a. m. until 11:30 p. m.

N ew Grill C afe

A ssociated Students’ Store

115 East Main

306 North Higgins Are.

Parties and Dinners

ROYAL CAFE

SW EAT SHIRTS

SHOES FOB MEN
Shoe Repairing of Quality

Phone 1390

Millers Barber Shop
and
BEAUTY PARLOR
Under First National Bank
Phone 1746 for Appointment

Glasses Fitted

W h y Is It
That More Students Are Eating
at the

Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry
Watch Repairing a Specialty

C. L. WORKING

Treatments Given for Muscular
Trouble
305 Smead-Simons Bldg.
Phone 101

Hi School Candy Shop?

(Always Working)
122 N. Higgins
Phone 84-R

Schramm-Hebard Meat Co.

Falstaff Cafe

Yellow Cab Co.

(Private Booths)
Regular Dinner Every Day
Special on Steak*
Chicken Dinner Sundays
121 WEST MAIN

Cars For Rent Without
Drivers

Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters
417 North Higglne

PHONE 1100

Florence Hotel

Barber Shop
BEAUTY PARLOR
(Ladies' Haircutting)
For Appointment Phone 331

Hopkins T ransfer Co.
“ WE HURRY”
Phone 38

Florence Hotel Lobby

Butte Cleaners
“ Kleaners That Klean”

BARNETT OPTICAL CO.!
Specialists in Fitting Glasses' <
All Optical Repairs Promptly Made

A. PETERSON, Prop.
Phone 500

Auto Delivery

129 East Cedar St.
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TITLE HOOP BATTLE
M E D NEXT WEEK
Inter-college basketball will be
played Monday night when the Law
yers and Pharmacists mix in the last
game on the schedule. A victory for
the Law school quint will result in a
tic for the championship, which is
now claimed by the Arts and Sciences
who are at the top of the percentage
column.
The game was to have been played
last evening but the gym was turned
over to the Foresters who were dec
orating it for the dance tonight. Mon
day’s game will start at 7 o’clock and
the championship battle, if played,
will start at the same hour Thurs
day evening,
Last Tuesday night the Artists de
feated the Pill Rollers 32-16 and the
lawyers beat the Foresters 24-12.
Roth games were hotly* contested and
were featured by spectacular shoot
ing and play. Bill Hodges, Artist

forward, was high point man with
eight field goals.

S P O R T Y -V E N T S

FG FT PF
Arts (32)
1
0
.. 4
Pearce, If
Captain lllman continues to toad his mates in scoring with a margin which
0
0
W. Hodges, rf ... S
apparently is large enough to oineh this season’s tallying honors. Kain
1
0
Dahlberg, c .... .. 2
surged above Overturf and Kelly and is only one point behind Coyle for third
1
0
Meagher, lg .... .. 1
honors. In the nine conference games the Grizzlies have scored as follows:
0
0
T. Hodges, r g .. .. 0
57
Baney......................................
8
lllman....
FG FT PF
Pharmacy (16)
Berg ..................... ^......................... 5
C oyle......
Mowett, If .....
Sweet ............................................. 5
Kain ......
0
0
Giacobazzi, rf .. . 1
Sterling........................................... 4
K elly......
Lindlief, c .......
12
Overturf
0
. 0
0
Conley, l g .......
2
. 2
0
Callison, g
Conference slnndiugs lmvo been changed considerably during the last week.
0
0
. 1
Hunt, rf
0. A. C. lias toppled from second place, Idaho replacing her. Washington
Law School (24) FG FT PF
has advanced to the .500 class. W. S. C. has become firmly situated in the
0
0
.. 4
McDonald, If
cellar, while Montana is hut one rung better with no chance to advance any
0
0
.. 4
Huber, rf .....
higher. Here’s how tiicr stand:
()
. 3
0
Stocking, c ...
Pet.
Lost
Won
Team—
1
0
Larsen, lg ................ 1
10
Oregon ....................................
0
0
.. 0
Morrow, rg
.556
Idaho .........................................
FG. ..FT. ..PF.
Forestry (13) .. FG
.500
Washington ...............................
ft
0
0
Davis, If ||
.500
0. A. C.......................................
0
0
.. 1
Wendt, rf ..
Montana.....................................
0
0
.. 0
Campbell, c
.
III
W. S. C. ...................................
0
0
.. 0
Foster, lg .
Note:— The above dope doe not include Inst night’s 0 . A. C
1
0
.. 0
Ebert, r g ....
game which ended in a victory for the O.A.C. 82-20.
1
0
2
Brenner, rf
0
.. 0
0
Spencer, lg
Thanks to old John Keats,
ably expressed our sentiments in the
Substitutions: Wendt for Spenced,
following lines:
Referee— Stewart.
O, for an age so sheltered from annoy,
t

1.000

.222

That I may never know how change the moons,
Or hear The voice of busy common-sensei

FOLLOW THE TRACKS

In ter-college basketball standings:

Won
.................... 4

to the
9

Twelfth Annual

....................
Forestry School ................................................. ....................

1
1

Lost
1
1

Pet.
.800
.750

2
4
4

.500
.200
.200

Foresters' Ball

Coach Adams' Cubs have a difficult tussle confronting them as they will
tangle with an all-star team from the western district befere the 0 . A. C.Montana battle tomorrow night. Be there early for this preliminary thriller.

Western Costumes in Vogue

Bccau'sc Mulligan has been ill in the hospital he will not be able to offi
ciate with Morris tomorrow evening. Squinty or Buck Hunter will take his
place.
What would the score against Washington have been had lllman not been
in such a terrific shooting slump? The “ Chief” scored only one field goal
instead of his usual five or six. He is "due” against the Oregon Farmers.
“Pottsy” Clark, whom many thought would be employed here as a mentor,
has been named assistant football coach to Dr. Clarence W. Spears, head
coach at Minnesota. Clark will he head baseball coach at the Gopher Insti
tute.
Winner, of M. S. C., lias been playing that type of ball, and Sterling has
also been performing in a manner befitting his name.

Alpha Chi Omega is .entertaining at
at the last meeting held Tuesday. It
was voted that the ASUM stand the a fireside in their chapter home to
morrow 'evening.
expense of having the athletic pic
tures taken and framed to be hung
Karl Martinson* was absent from
in the men’s gymnasium.
school a few days this week because
A report was given on fixing the
I trophy case in the gymnasium, also
a financial report was sent in by the
(Kalinin and Athletic Board. In ad
dition to the four classes and Cen
tral Board, it was decided that Pene
tralia, Silent Sentinel E(enr Paw,
Tanans, M. club and band would not
have to pay for their pictures.

DRIZZLY MEETS O.A.C.
IN FINAL

of illness.
Lesley Vinnl, '28, is coaching a Girl
Reserve basketball team, at the Mis
soula high school.

Donald Blakeslee, ’28, returned to
school Thursday after being confined
to
his bed for several days with in
(Continued from Page 1)
fluenza.
Ermel
Malvern
is
confined
at
her
Frances
Nash, ’29, is spending the
man in the conference, is strong on
week-end at her home in Butte.
the defense, but, as this is. his first home with a bad cold.
year of basketball, he is not so strong,
Grayce Nelson is on the campus
Montana Masquers announce the
on the offense. lie stretches the tape
to 6 feet 5 inches and has little dif after having spent a week in St. Pat initiation of Bill Charteris and Clark
MncLennan, both of Great Falls.
ficulty in getting the tip-off. “ Long rick’s hospital.
Shot” Burr, the sensation of the
“ phantom five,” is leading his team
in scoring despite the fact that he
plays guard. He is extremely fast
and especially clever under the bas
k et Ilis mate at guard, Gtranp, is
tall and rangy and of the greyhound
type. Long shots are his specialty.
Although most of these men are not
veterans, they played sub roles on
CROCKERY DEPARTMENT
last year’s five. O. A. C.’s subs are:
Savory, center; Hnrtung, forward;
Mathews, forward; Mercer, Ward and
Butts, guards.
Coyle, who has his ankle in a cast
to hurry its mending, will hardly be
in condition to play tomorrow night.
Otherwise the Grizzlies are in the
pink.
As a preliminary to the conference
game the Cubs will play an all-star
team from the western district tourn
ament. Officials o f the tournament
will pick the all-star team.
Probable Lineups:
Montana
O. A. C.
lllman (C) ............ .............Baker (C )
Forward.
Overture .........
Diwoky
Forward.
Kain ----Pinkerton
f f E R E you may obtain for a small rental
Center.
® aney...................................
Graap
* * fee—a fractional part of the purchase
Guard.
price—any new and popular book of fiction.
Sterling
BunGuard.
The service is prompt, clean and invit
Officials: Referee, Morris (Seat
tle); umpire, either Squinty or Buck
ing.
Hunter.

MissouiaMemmotileC g

OUR NEW

Circulating Library

j

Fills a long-felt want
and meets with wide
approval

-

Eats — Drinks — Dancing

Alpha Delta Alpha announce the
initiation of Robert Clifford, Spokane;
Elwyh Metzel, Dillon; Borns Jackson,
Moccasin; Glenn Allen, High wood;
Several questions were brought be
George Kiel and Fernen Pox, Billings.
fore and settled by the Central Board

E XPE N SE OF PICTURES
A LLO W E D B Y BOARD

Sheridan’s Entertainers will furnish music until
1 o’clock. Come one— Come all!

BE AT

TH E GYM
9 O’CLOCK

The Best Dance of the Year

"Lone Star” Baker and "Long Shot” Burr arc the two Farmers who will
need most of the watching tomorrow night. Both are dangerous shots, good
dribblers and crafty floor men.

Westergren, all-coast guard on the Oregon basketball team, will not be
able to play In the Coast championship series against California. He has JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS.
been suffering from appendicitis, and will not be In the lineup, but he may
be able to encourage his teammates from the sidelines. This loss breaks up Shrieks sounded in the city room.
Some woman sure was hurt.
the famous Westergren-Okerberg combination, and may resnlt disastrously
for the Webfooters, because they have no strong reserves. The Northern “Well,”
said the
weary janitor, I
division winners left for Oakland, California, Wednesday.
“ they’ve killed another skirt.
Now I must get my mop and broom,
hen the yell lender asks for “15” for each of the three Grizzlies who are
and swab up all the floors.
fighting for the last time on a basketball court o f the Copper, Silver and When those guys do their dirty work,
Gold, put everything you have into ’em. That’s what lllman, Baney and
why don’t they go outdoors ”
Berg have been doing for three years.
CHORUS:
She was only a lady journalist,
A simple sort o f jane;
C. Shaw, 1 foul.
But she drove three city editors
Centers:
And a rewrite man insane.
Egan.
*
She said, “just treat me like a man
Wirth, 1 P.
I'm just one o f the bunch.”
Guards:
They did it, just today, when she
Nugent, 2 P.
Took two hours off for lunch.
Daily,
1
P.
Close guarding and steady basket
Note: Clipped from the Honolulu
Gardner.
ball sent the Freshman team to a
Advertiser by Bill Cogswell, ’23.
Three
more
games
will
be
played
30-20 victory over the Juniors in the
Women’s interclass tournament, in a' this week, the Freshman-Senior bat
game played yesterday at the Wom tle on Thursday concluding the sched
en’s gym. Tuesday afternoon the ule. All-star teams will be chosen by j
Sophomores beat the Frosh 26*4, in Miss Mary Laux, director of worn
en’s athletics, who will be aided 4>j
the second game on the schedule.
Gladys Erie, yearling forward, led the members of the coaching class.
the scoring in the Frosh-Junior tus
NOW PLAYING
sle, annexing 10 points. Anne Ross,
junior guard, ployed a consistent
game while Jaeger, frosh, and SkulaWALLACE BEERY
son, junior, were two other stellnr
RAYMOND HATTON
players.
Helen Rothwell of the
coaching class refereed.
MARY BRIAN
Summary:
in a picture showing the sunny
Junior
Forward:
side of the war, with bombSkulason, 5 field, 1 foul, 1 I\
shells of laughter, a barrage of
M. Woolfoik, 1 field.
fun, giggles and smiles
Sterling, 3 field, 1 foul.
Center:
B. Peterson.
E. Brown.
Guards:
A First National Special
A. Stephenson.
feature based on histor
A. Ross, 1 T.
Frosh
ical facts.
Forward:
Jaeger, 5 field, 1 foul, 1 T.
Erie, 0 field, 1 foul, 1 P.
ROACH COMEDY and
Center:
PATHE NEWS
Egan, 2 T., 1. P.
Wirtb.
Johnston, 1 P.
Guards:
COUNTRY STORE
Nugent.
SATURDAY
Daily, 1 P.
with
Gardner.
"BEHIND THE FRONT”
With Bourret and Tebo snagging

WIN HOOP DAMES

Now Playing
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“The
Scarlet
W est”

13 field goals the Sophs had little
trouble defeating the yearling quint
20-4. Clay, frosh forward, made her
team’s lone field goal in the second
half and this added to two foul conversions was the extent of the year
ling scoring.
Summary:
Sophs
Forwards:
Bourret, 7 field with one overhead.
Tebo, 6 field with one overhead, j
Centers:
McCoy, 1 P.
Hanson.
L. Vinnl.
Guards:
Lei I).
Leary.
Huston, 1 P.
Veach.
Frosh
Forwards:
Jaeger, 1 foul goal, 2 P.
Spence.
Clay, 1 field.

“ BEHIND
THE FRONT

You start and stop when you choose.
There are no delays. You get the book
you want when you want it—if it is new
and popular.
Only five cents a day. No time limit.

T h e GOSSARD m
Line of Beauty
Indoors and out, all over the
world— wherever .style is on
parade— Gossards are the
foundation garments o f good
grooming. You will find them
in London, in Paris— New
York, Chicago, and we have
them here.
Ask to see the Gossard Com
plete— Combination— Girdle
— C lasp -A rou n d — Front
Lacing Corset— Brassiere—
*Dancelette— Step-in— Complete-*Dancelette.

SUN., MON., and TUE.

ime

ird

LAST TIMES TODAY

PRISCILLA
DEAN
In her latest success

“ THE DANGER
GIRL”

Comedy and K'nograms

James Cruze Production
Fannie Hurst’s
$50,000 Liberty Magazine
Prlzo Story

“MANNEQUIN”
with

Alice Joyce, Warner
Baxter, Dolores Costello
and ZaSu Pitts
SENNETT COMEDY
and PATHE NEWS

Missoula Mercantile
COMPANY

